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LOOKING at the basic circuit diagram (Fig. I) we 
might think there wasn't much that could be said ahout 
the cathode follower. As for its grid bias, with 
beautiful simplicity the one and only resistor in the 
circuit secs to that as well as doing its main job. 
So it appears. 

But when one thinks one knows all about cathode 
followers, some unsuspected complication comes to 
light. I hope, however, that you will not take that 
remark as the prelude to an astonishing new revelation. 
I doubt whether I am about to disclose anything new, 
but it may be new to some who have not made a special 
study of cathode followers or who have not yet had to 
adapt the theoretical circuits to practical work. There 
arc one or two things about arranging their.grid bias, 
for instance, that are not always made cleat in the books. 

First we had better have a quick review of cathode 
followers in general. Their chief use is to enable a 
waveform derived from a high-impedance source to be 
reproduced accurately across a comparatively low or 
variable impedance. They can do this because (1) 
their input impedance is exceptionally high; (2) their 
output impedance is exceptionally low; and (3) they 
cause exceptionally little distonion. These features are 
due largely to the 100% voltage negative feedback 
resulting from the position of R, on the cathode side 
of the valve. From the point of view of the output 
terminals, the impedance appears to be R in parallel 
with approximately IIp. times the valve's actual 
anode resistance, Ta' This Tall'- is the same thing as 
I/K".. For instance, if Km (the mutual conductance of 
the valve) is 5 mA/V, that is 0.005 amps per volt, and 
1/0.005 is 200, which is the apparent number of ohms 
resistance in parallel with R"'. This is far lower than a 
valve having its output taken from the anode side, 
and load impedances down to a few thousand ohms 
can be connected across it without making much 
difference to the output voltage. 

I need hardly repeat the various ways (explained in 
all the books) by which negative feedback reduces 
distortion. In the cathode follower all the output is 
fed back, so (as regards a single valve at least) reduc
tion of distortion is a maximum. 

The high input impedance comes in two ways. The 
fact that the anode is held at a constant potentfal cutS 
out the "MiUer effect," which in an anode-loaded 
valve greatly magnifies the effective grid-to-anode 
capacitance. On the other side, the effective grid-to
cathode capacitance is only a small fraction of its 
book value, because the potential of the cathode 
follows that of the grid t, the grid-to-cathode signal 
voltage being only the differen'Ce between the input 
and output voltages. 'rhus the cathode follower has 

• To be precile, one should muluply 1/,_ br '""u>+ I), but that makes 
little diffcrena: unlcu .. ill exceptionally.maI . 

t Tlu.t is w':!: the term "anode follower" for the see-law circu.it illO ,ill!,,; 
in it the ano "dO<"l JUSt the opposite of followin; the arid. 
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all the benefit of hiI!h-resistance input possessed by 
any valve operated with its grid negative, but without 
mos;: of the spoiling effect of capacitance to anode 
and cathode. 

Unless we arc careful with our grid bias arrange
ments, however, we may throw away something of 
these advantages. 

As I said at the beginning, R in Fig. I provides grid 
bias at the same time as coupling impedance. But 
doing two things at once often means thal neither i� 
done properly-or at best only one of them. I 
wouldn't say that the simple Fig. 1 circuit nev�r giv ... " 
satisfaction. Li�'e some of the films reviewed in the 
cinema trade press (" M.ight get by with Wlsophis
ticated au::iiences ") it is all right if you are easily 
satisfied. If the resistance of R is tOO small for grid 
bias purposes, then grid current flows at the positive 
peaks of input, and bang go the high input impedance 
and freedom from distortio:J.. If tOO large, negative 
peaks reach the" bottom bend" and the valve ceases 
to cathode-follow. But if R is chosen midway between 
these two calamities it will be much smaller than 
optimum as a coupling resistance. 

Adapting the Diagram 

To see this in all its naked clarity we sho:Jld draw a 
characteristic-curve diagram, Fig. 2 is a sample:. 
It starts with an ordinary set of anode-currentl 
anode-voltage curves, as found in valve catalogues. 
Those in Fig. 2 refer to a rather mediocre triode, 
having ra = 10kO, I'- = 17, so gm = 1.7 mAN. 
Let me emphasize that these figures, like all such 
published for valves, refer to only one set of working 
conditions (represe:-ued by one point on tbe diagram) 
and vary a good deal 'over the area of the diagram. 
If it were not so, the curves would be evenly-spaced 
straight lines. Because they never are, there is always 
distortion. Each curve, of course, represents the way 
the anode current (I,,) varies with anode voltage (V .. ) 
at the fixed value of grid voltage (V,) marked beside 
the curve. Take special note of the fact that Vg is the 
voltage relatit!e to rhe cathode (as, indeed, is also VG)' 
In the ordinary use of a valve that is the same thing as 
the voltage relative to earth or -h.t. or the lower input 
terminal, for all these things are tied to cathode either 
directly or through a by-pass capacitor. 

It is because one gets so used to assuming this that 
the cathode follower is apt to muddle one. When the 
input voltage varies the grid potential, it varies the 
cathode potential too; so one can't use the cathode as a 
fixed-potential point from which to reckon all voltages. 
The obvious zero-potential reference point is E. And 
the valve electrode held at constant potential by it is 
not the cathode but the anode (separated only by the 

: If the principles ot lhil kind or di.ajnlm arc nOt unde"too;i, ,ee """" 
month'l uticle. 
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